DEER OUT will effectively repel deer, moose and elk from all garden areas, shrubs, forest & fruit trees, flowers, vegetable gardens and row crops.

DEER OUT will not easily wash off in the rain. All ingredients found in environmentally friendly DEER OUT contain no animal wastes, blood or urine. DEER OUT LLC represents that this product qualifies for exemption from registration under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act.

Directions:
1. Shake well prior to using.
2. Apply mist completely covering entire plant, be sure to cover both the top and bottom of all exposed areas.
3. Allow 1 hour for Deer Out's custom blend of oils to be absorbed into the plant prior to watering or rain fall.
4. Apply every 20 - 30 days as needed.
5. During the rapid growing stages of your plantings, intense or wet pressures or heavy rain you must reapply more often.
6. When in a cool area place out of the sun. Do not apply to plants when harvestable food commodities are present, including blossoms.

Fertilizer spraying of area can be effective, but the best defense is to spray frequently and directly on and around the plants you want to protect.

Caution: Keep out of reach of children. If swallowed call a doctor immediately for treatment advice. In the event of eye contact, or prolonged exposure to skin gently flush with water for 15-20 minutes and contact a doctor immediately for treatment advice.

Active Ingredients: Peppermint Oil 1.77%, Citrus Oil 6.67%, White Pepper .46%, Pimentol Oleic Whey Egg Oil 1.26%


Money Back Guarantee
If you're not 100% satisfied, return the unused portion of this bottle within 30 days of purchase to Deer Out LLC, P.O. Box 295, South Plainfield, NJ 07080. Deer Out LLC will not be liable for damage, direct or indirect. Refund or replacement of the product is our only obligation.

www.deerout.com